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In this paper, we analyze the performance of mechanical equipment through a closed-loop feedback health monitoring vibration
sensor, develop an OTDR optical signal reception and the processing module, and realize the reception, amplification, and
filtering of the backscattered optical signal. In terms of vibration signal demodulation, the FPGA signal processing module was
developed and debugged to realize the intermodulation with OTDR optical signal reception processing module and the
preprocessing of the vibration data stream by taking advantage of the FPGA in parallel high-speed data stream processing.
The objective function is constructed based on the dynamic data of the first four vertical frequencies of the modal
recognition and the static data of the constant-load cable force of the inclined cable, and the third-order response surface
method is applied to fit the response surface function of each correction target. The errors between the corrected FEM
calculated values and the measured results are within 5%. The results were compared with the results of static and
dynamic corrections, and the results showed that the joint static and dynamic corrections using the third-order response
surface could obtain a finite element model that was more comprehensive and closer to the actual engineering response. A
180° feedback gain is set in the mass detection system to reduce the system’s equivalent mass and increase the system
resonant frequency. An inverse lock-in amplifier is used instead of a high-frequency bandpass filter to spectrally migrate
the useful frequencies and better filter out noise interference. A thin-film microresonant pressure sensor, a cantilever beam
microresonant gas sensor, and a microresonant biosensor were designed and developed using the micromachining process.
A closed-loop feedback method was used to design a low-frequency detection system, a medium-frequency detection
system, and a high-frequency feedback detection based on a phase-locked loop system, completed open-loop and closed-
loop detection experiments of the intrinsic frequency of the sensor, through-pressure experiments of the pressure sensor,
low and medium frequency gas-sensitive experiments of the gas sensor, and high-frequency detection experiments of the
biosensor oxygen absorption/deoxygenation, and measured the mass of individual oxygen molecules.

1. Introduction

Microsensors, as an important part of MEMS systems, are a
key part of the acquisition of external target signals and usu-
ally consist of a signal-sensitive element and a signal conver-
sion element. Among them, the signal-sensitive element can
sense the external signal changes and change accordingly,
while the signal conversion element converts the physical
change of the sensitive element into an electrical signal suit-
able for subsequent measurement and transmission. Com-
pared with traditional sensors, microsensors are becoming

smaller and more integrated and easy to achieve batch pro-
duction, which is an important contribution to the miniatur-
ization and intelligent development of the system [1].
Microsensors with different functions have been widely used
in consumer electronics, artificial intelligence/robotics,
smart wear, smart home, automotive industry, smart factory,
etc. They play an important role in national economic and
technological development and are an important pillar of
modern information technology and have become an
important research direction in MEMS systems at home
and abroad [2]. The output signal of the microresonant
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sensor is a frequency signal, which can be directly input to
the signal processing module without conversion and is
not easily distorted in long-distance transmission and detec-
tion, and this type of sensor has the advantages of small size,
easy integration with the test circuit, and rapid response [3].
Resonant MEMS sensors, which use micron/nanometer-
scale mechanical elements obtained by micromachining pro-
cesses as resonators and are composed of other parts such as
substrates or pressure membranes, are one of the important
forms of microsensors. The main advantages of MEMS sen-
sors are small size, lightweight, low power consumption,
high reliability, high sensitivity, easy integration, etc. are
the main force of microsensors, and are gradually replacing
the traditional mechanical sensors, in almost all areas of
research, whether it is consumer electronics, automotive
industry, and even aerospace, machinery, chemical and
pharmaceutical, and other fields. The working mechanism
of this type of sensor is that the resonant oscillator
undergoes regular changes in its intrinsic frequency when
the target to be measured changes, and the detection of the
external environment is achieved by detecting the amount
of change in the intrinsic frequency. With the development
of micromachining technology, the size of the sensor resona-
tor is getting smaller and smaller, even to the nanometer
level, and when the resonator has a higher resonant fre-
quency, while the resonant sensor composed of the nano-
scale resonator has a smaller air damping, its quality factor
Q is higher, with higher sensitivity.

As the core component of the microresonant sensor, the
resonator is mainly based on the anisotropic properties of
silicon material, using micromachining technology to pro-
cess the silicon substrate, and its structure can be summa-
rized into four basic forms [4]. Film type, scraper conveyor
with scraper chain and central groove as the traction mech-
anism and support mechanism, respectively, through the
sprocket chain meshing action to achieve the operation of
the whole equipment, is typical double chain traction flex-
ural continuous. It is a typical double chain traction flexible
continuous transport equipment. The chain drive system of
the scraper conveyor is a closed continuous operation sys-
tem, mainly composed of scraper chain, drive sprocket, cen-
tral groove, and scraper. There is a complex movement and
force relationship between each component. In the actual
production process of a coal mine, the operating conditions
of the scraper conveyor are very harsh, and the chain drive
system has a long transmission distance, and the actual
operation is affected by the bending and inclination of the
working surface, the meshing polygon effect, and the factors
of each component’s material, wear, and corrosion, etc., but
also bears the impact of external load impact and uneven
load distribution and other variable load conditions, which
directly leads to the key chain drive system. Parts’ failure rate
is high [5], damage serious, affecting the safe operation of
the equipment. Thus, the main problems involved in the
study of the safety and reliability of the chain drive system
of heavy scraper conveyors in coal mines include the study
of the force characteristics of the scraper chain, the monitor-
ing of the operating condition, and the diagnosis and early
warning of typical faults. Microsensors are the most success-

ful and practical micromechanical devices, mainly including
micropressure sensors and microacceleration sensors that
use mechanical deformation of microdiaphragms to gener-
ate electrical signal output. With the further development
of microelectronic processing technology, especially nano-
fabrication technology, sensor technology will also evolve
from microsensors to nanosensors. The small size of these
miniature sensors, the ability to perform many new func-
tions, the ease of high-volume and high-precision produc-
tion, the low cost per piece, and the ease of forming large-
scale and multifunctional arrays make them well suited for
automotive applications.

This paper is aimed at the demand of high quality and
high-efficiency machining of complex thin-walled curved
parts, targeting the lack of flexibility of traditional CNC
machining machine tools, the defects of functional structure
forming machining method, and the gap of result quality
measurement method, and carries out the following
researches from the technical details and feasibility of the
integrated system of machining and inspection. First, to
address the problem of motion flexibility of traditional
CNC machine tools, we design and develop a multidegree-
of-freedom industrial robotic arm and a special workpiece
fixture and explore the trajectory planning method and off-
line programming control technology of the industrial
robotic arm; second, to address the low stiffness defects of
the robotic arm and the thin-walled characteristics of the
part, we introduce a laser without macro cutting force to
realize three-dimensional pattern manufacturing, study the
multipulse laser etching process, and design a composite
laser generator configuration; third, to address the problem
of spatial noncooperative correlation of multiple electrome-
chanical devices in the system, the unified introduction of
monocular vision measurement technology completes the
external environment information cognition and feature
measurement; research eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand mon-
ocular measurement configuration under the image cap-
ture-analysis-processing-understanding-output technology.
For the interconnection of hardware and software of the
integrated system of processing and inspection and the real-
ization of equipment cooperation, we compile the processing
and inspection process control configuration software based
on human-computer interaction graphical interface.

2. Current Status of Research

With the rapid development of industrial robotic arm tech-
nology, industrial robotic arm operation tasks are becoming
more and more complex, and thus, its spatial positioning,
motion guidance, trajectory planning, and task feedback
are increasingly dependent on the support of measurement
sensors; sensing information gives the robotic arm closed
control system external environment analysis and percep-
tion capabilities, so that the robotic arm can independently
adapt to complex dynamic working conditions, intelligent
and efficient to complete the target task [6]. Compared with
traditional tactile sensors, vision measurement sensors are
noncontact measurement devices, both to avoid the collapse
of the object to be measured damage and both information-
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rich, easy to analyze characteristics. In recent years, machine
vision and its image processing and analysis technology have
been applied to industrial robotic arm servo control pro-
cesses in large numbers, which improves the flexibility and
accuracy of the motion system and has an irreplaceable role
[7]. According to different classification criteria, the indus-
trial robotic arm of joint machine vision can be divided into
a variety of types: according to the number of cameras,
divided into monocular vision servo, binocular vision servo,
and multivision vision servo system; according to the camera
capture station, divided into eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand
two categories; and according to the type of control loop-
based information, divided into image-based vision servo,
based on the position-based vision servo, and hybrid vision
servo [8]. Meanwhile, as the target interaction object trans-
forms from static placement to spatial dynamics, higher
requirements are put forward for industrial robotic arm
grasping, alignment and processing motion planning
methods, and control techniques, and the research focus of
the joint machine vision industrial robotic arm changes,
focusing on dynamic identification and intelligent control.
Wu et al. proposed a dynamic gesture recognition method
based on optical flow analysis and sequence modulation to
control the humanoid robot arm motion through training
and recognition of feature images to achieve intelligent con-
trol of end motion [9]. Nordal and El-Thalji proposed a
dynamic sorting technique for the industrial robotic arm,
which automatically acquires the characteristics of the oper-
ation object and classifies them based on the image
sequence, maintains the sorting target traces, transforms
the object coordinates based on the advance compensation,
and realizes the sorting action [10]. Haghi et al. proposed a
dynamic control algorithm for industrial robotic arm based
on active structured light image feature point tracking,
which achieves strong reflection interference control based
on the integrated application of template matching and fea-
ture point association [11]. The algorithm is based on the
integrated application of template matching and feature
point association to achieve real-time tracking of cutting
points under the condition of strong reflection interference.

Fiber optic grating sensor as a better performance sensor
is regarded as the future direction of sensor development in
the field of mechanical equipment monitoring [12]. Fiber
optic strain sensor has many advantages such as small size,
high accuracy, no electromagnetic interference, and corro-
sion resistance. It can measure dynamic strain with faster
change and has better stability compared with the vibrating
string strain sensor. The current vision sensor technology
has been very widely used in industry, science, and technol-
ogy, and other fields are widely used. Among them, indus-
trial inspection, medical image analysis, traffic safety, home
appliances, and other fields of application are more typical.
And fiber optic technology has good application prospects
in displacement measurement, cable force measurement,
temperature measurement, etc., which is very suitable for
health monitoring of large machinery and equipment [13].
Fiber optic grating sensors in the major machinery and
equipment health monitoring system cannot replace other
kinds of sensors because the installation requires many aux-

iliary facilities, and the field deployment controls difficulties
and high cost, but because of the inherent advantages of fiber
optic materials, fiber optic grating sensor still has great pros-
pects for application [14]. The overall response of the struc-
ture includes structural vibration, displacement,
deformation, and turning angle, all types of bridge types
should be monitored for vibration and deformation, and dis-
placement and turning angle can be determined according to
the selection of structural force characteristics. The vibration
sensor is an important part of the sensor subsystem, and the
collected data can be used to analyze the change of the struc-
ture’s inherent frequency to do further damage identifica-
tion. There are more types of vibration sensors, including
capacitive acceleration sensors, servo acceleration sensors,
force balance acceleration sensors, and fiber optic vibration
sensors. Due to the low self-oscillation frequency of mechan-
ical equipment, the vibration sensor should be selected in the
selection of mechanical equipment vibration sensor with a
low lower limit of the frequency band, wide frequency band,
and large dynamic range. Displacement monitoring includes
main beam deflection, bridge pier settlement, and bridge
tower displacement.

The predecessor of structural health monitoring is struc-
tural inspection based on manual inspection. With the
development of science and technology and the rapid prog-
ress of network communication, data transmission, and
sensing technology, there is a sufficient technical basis for
the construction of intelligent monitoring systems. Mechan-
ical equipment health monitoring is not a simple improve-
ment of the traditional detection technology, but a
comprehensive use of modern advanced nondestructive
sensing technology as well as communication technology,
all-weather monitoring of the structural response of
mechanical equipment under natural environmental excita-
tion, to obtain all kinds of monitoring information reflecting
the state of each part of the structure and the environmental
load, and through monitoring, information to analyze
whether the structural characteristics have changed, to assess
the safe operation of mechanical equipment reliability of
mechanical equipment, the evaluation results as a reference
for the later mechanical equipment management and main-
tenance decisions to provide a scientific basis.

3. Performance Analysis of Vibration
Sensors for Closed-Loop Feedback Health
Monitoring of Mechanical Equipment

3.1. Design of Closed-Loop Feedback Vibration Sensor System
for Mechanical Equipment. Mechanical equipment health
monitoring system is integrated by hardware and software
parts together, mainly to realize the intelligence and real-
time of the monitoring system to ensure to get long-term
stable and reliable monitoring data, through the daily oper-
ation of mechanical equipment structure response all-
weather monitoring, accurate access to mechanical equip-
ment status information analysis of change trends, and
safety assessment of mechanical equipment [15]. Vibration
sensors are classified according to the mechanical quantities
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measured: displacement sensors, velocity sensors, accelera-
tion sensors, force sensors, strain sensors, torsional vibration
sensors, and torque sensors. Vibration sensors can be used
for long-term monitoring of vibration and displacement in
machinery, thermal expansion of rotor, and housing; online
automatic detection and automatic control of production
lines; and measurement of many kinds of tiny distances
and tiny movements in scientific research, etc. The health
monitoring system should first realize the main functions
of the system, and according to the structural characteristics,
the monitoring items required for different functions are not
the same. The design of monitoring content and the selec-
tion of instruments and equipment should consider the
characteristics of structural mechanical properties and natu-
ral environmental factors. The health monitoring system
should first realize the main functions of the system, and
the monitoring items required for different functions are dif-
ferent according to the structural characteristics. The design
of monitoring content and the selection of instruments and
equipment should consider the structural mechanical per-
formance characteristics and natural environmental factors
[16]. The health monitoring system is a real-time monitor-
ing system with long service life, and the service life of the
monitoring system and the durability of each hardware part
should be considered at the beginning of the design, as well
as the reliability of the monitoring data and the reliability of
the analysis method. The key part optimization refers to the
vulnerable elements, deformation sensitive areas, or key
parts of the structure due to the structural characteristics,
and such areas must be monitored in a focused manner.
At the same time, the overall performance monitoring of
the structure should also be considered, such as the dynamic
performance monitoring of mechanical equipment. Based
on the above principles, the mechanical equipment health
monitoring system is a set of hardware-based facilities, pro-
fessional software as the platform and the hub, and hardware
and software combined with the automated monitoring sys-
tem, where the hardware facilities can be divided into three
modules, respectively, sensors, data acquisition, and trans-
mission equipment, data management server, and its struc-
ture relationship is shown in Figure 1.

The performance of the sensor determines the reliability
of the monitoring data, but also directly related to the whole
mechanical equipment health monitoring system is good or
bad, and the selection of sensors should follow the following
principles. The general technical characteristics of the sensor
should meet the measurement requirements, and the general
technical characteristics mainly include range, sensitivity,
resolution, and size. The sensor should have good durability
and anti-interference to ensure that it is stable and reliable
during its service life. The data acquisition method between
the sensors of each monitoring project can collect multiple
monitoring contents using the same collection box due to
the existence of certain compatibility. The arrangement of
sensor measurement points plays a key role in the structural
health monitoring of machinery and equipment, and the
advantages and disadvantages of the arrangement of mea-
surement points are not only related to the economic cost
of the health monitoring system but also related to whether

the design purpose of the monitoring system can be
achieved. Theoretically, the more sensor points are arranged,
the more comprehensive the structural monitoring informa-
tion obtained, and it is especially important to arrange the
sensors reasonably to consider the economy. The following
requirements should be met when arranging the measure-
ment points: The actual engineering structure has many
degrees of freedom, and it is neither practical nor economi-
cal to monitor deformation or stress for all the degrees of
freedom. Therefore, the location of the sensors should reflect
the principle of optimization, using as few monitoring sen-
sors as possible to obtain the most reliable and detailed
structural response of mechanical equipment in operation.
The locations of the measurement points must be represen-
tative and reflect the maximum strain and deflection of the
structure. The performance of the hardware acquisition
equipment should be sufficient for the sensors and should
have a certain amount of redundancy, reserving a certain
amount of performance reserves to ensure the reliability of
the system or to meet the needs of future improvement,
expansion, and system upgrade. Health monitoring system
is based on sensor network technology and based on wear-
able computing through wired (or wireless) networks for
real-time collection and multilayer fusion of contextual
information on human physiology, activity, location, and
environment, and local or remote processing of this infor-
mation to make diagnosis or prediction of the user’s current
or future physical condition. It can provide low-load, nonin-
vasive, and long-term continuous physiological monitoring
for patients, realize timely communication and real-time
contact among patients, hospitals, and family members, as
well as information exchange and convenient consultation
between hospitals so that medical health monitoring can
realize information access and sharing, and significantly
improve medical services. The installation process of various
types of sensors and supporting acquisition equipment at the
project site should not conflict with each other, and the sen-
sor deployment process should not cause major damage to
the structure.

Resonant sensor resonator in a specific test environment
outputs a stable resonant frequency signal, and when the
measured change, the resonant frequency changes, and the
change in resonant frequency can reflect the change in the
measured parameters. Resonant sensor structure has a string
type, vibration cylinder type, vibration beam type, vibration
membrane type, and piezoelectric type, and its advantage is
that the output frequency signal can be easily converted into
a digital signal, for the subsequent single-chip or computer
system to identify the processing; frequency signal can also
be modulated demodulation technology for long-distance
transmission or detection with little distortion and long-
distance transmission signal, although the amplitude of
weakening but the frequency characteristics remain
unchanged [17]. The resonator has a simple mechanical
structure, stable performance, long service life, high-quality
factor, low energy required to maintain the vibration state,
low power consumption, and low drift. The research in this
paper is about beam structure resonators, which can be clas-
sified as a single-ended fixed cantilever beam, double-ended,
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and four-sided fixed according to the number of constraints.
Taking the gas sensor as an example, the thickness direction
of the gas sensor is superimposed by different materials with
different expansion coefficients, and it is easier to release the
internal stress caused by the temperature action by choosing
the cantilever beam structure. Under the action of the same
excitation voltage, the amplitude of the cantilever beam is
larger and easy to detect, so the sensor studied in this paper
is a cantilever beam structure.

When the resonant gas sensor is placed in a special gas
environment, the adsorption rate of the sensitive layer to
the gas molecules is greater than the desorption rate, the
equivalent mass of the resonant beam increases, and the res-
onant frequency decreases; when the sensor leaves the gas
environment, the desorption rate of the sensitive layer to
the gas molecules is greater than the adsorption rate, the
equivalent mass of the beam decreases, and the resonant fre-
quency increases. The resonant beam of the resonant gas
sensor has a tiny mass, and its equivalent mass can be chan-
ged rapidly when the gas molecules are rapidly adsorbed and
desorbed, thus obtaining high sensitivity and response
speed. Compared with conventional gas sensors using a gas
resistor as the core element, resonant gas sensors are charac-
terized by rapid response, high interference immunity, long
life, and high resolution.
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For gas sensors, the gas to be measured is adsorbed in
the sensitive layer by chemical interaction to cause the reso-
nator mass change, so the gas sensor increases the influence
of the chemical field than the pressure sensor, and the work-
ing environment is more complicated. To improve the sensi-
tivity of the gas sensor to the resonator mass change, the
resonator is selected as a cantilever beam structure. In this
chapter, the model of the nonlinear dynamics of the cantile-
ver beam gas sensor under the action of multifield forces is
established, and the effects of molecular force nonlinearity,
gas damping force nonlinearity, and electric field force non-
linearity are considered comprehensively to analyze the mul-
tifield coupled nonlinear vibration of the gas sensor.

ξ =
pijA

pij − β/α 1 + eatð Þwe : ð3Þ

For cantilever beam structures, the boundary conditions
can be listed for the deflection and angle of rotation of the
beam at the fixed end to be equal to zero and the moment
and shear of the beam at the free end to be equal to zero.

Δq = U0E
2
0d sin wt
vv − y

: ð4Þ

The coating of the cantilever beam on a gas-sensitive res-
onant sensor is the key to sensor sensitivity and requires that
the adsorption and desorption of the gas are reversible and
the process is easy. Plexiglass is a commonly used engineer-
ing plastic that can be dissolved in ethanol or acetone and is
reversible, so it can be used as a sensitive layer material. Dis-
solve 1 g of Plexiglas in acetone 50ml, with the help of a
microscope and micropanning table, use the tool to apply

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor n Capture cards

Modulation mediator

Switch Switch

Modulation mediator

Firewall

Server

PC Tablet computer All-in-one machine

Figure 1: Hardware architecture of health monitoring system.
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the solution evenly on the surface of the cantilever beam,
and after the acetone evaporates, a sensitive film of uniform
thickness can be obtained on the surface of the cantilever
beam, and the thickness of the sensitive layer is measured
as 1.5μm. When the ratio of Plexiglas to acetone solvent is
too large, the solution is sticky and the coating layer is not
flat and uniform; when the ratio is too small, the coating
once cannot reach the predetermined thickness, and the
repeated operation tends to make the coating uneven, as
shown in Figure 2.

The oil-motor hydraulic system can be divided into two
operating states, normal regulation, and quick-closing
buffer, according to its role in the turbine system. The nor-
mal regulation state refers to the process of normal adjust-
ment of the steam valve by the oil motor, the core control
element is the servo valve, and the actuating element is the
hydraulic cylinder of the oil motor. In the linear range of
the sensor, the higher the sensitivity of the sensor the better,
because only when the sensitivity is high, the value of the
output signal corresponding to the measured change is rela-
tively large, which is conducive to signal to process, but it
should be noted that the sensitivity of the sensor is high,
and the external noise unrelated to the measurement is also
easy to mix and will also be amplified by the amplification
system, affecting the measurement accuracy; therefore, the
sensor itself should have a high signal-to-noise ratio to min-
imize the introduction of interference signals from outside.
The fast-closing buffer state refers to the process of fast-
closing the steam valve when the oil motor encounters an
emergency, and the oil motor drives the piston of the oil
motor hydraulic cylinder to reset under the action of spring
force and close the steam valve. This chapter models the oil
motor from these two aspects and analyzes its prone fault
types through the oil motor Amnesia simulation model, to
guide the optimal arrangement of measurement points and
sample data selection for fault diagnosis modeling of the
oil motor condition monitoring and fault diagnosis system
and provide theoretical guidance for data access to the
industrial Internet platform.

3.2. Health Monitoring Vibration Sensor Performance
Analysis. Given the multisurface homogeneous functional
structure of complex thin-walled curved parts, there is an

urgent need for a multidegree-of-freedom collaborative
machining interaction unit that can provide all-round, mul-
tiattitude subtractive tooling, to realize the orientation
change of the surface area to be machined in the double-
sided or even multisided machining process based on the
advantages of the body’s flexibility through simple pitching,
deflecting, and tumbling movements [18]. However, the
existing machining equipment and the corresponding prep-
aration process do not yet have the abovementioned charac-
teristics, and it is difficult to realize the complex process
requirements of complex thin-walled curved parts. As a
multiaxis drive mechanism widely used in industry, the
multidegree-of-freedom tandem industrial robotic arm pro-
vides a practical solution for the realization of special pro-
cesses in complex paths with its high flexibility, high
spatial accessibility, and high controllability. Resonators are
electronic components that produce resonant frequencies,
and commonly used are divided into quartz crystal resona-
tors and ceramic resonators. The role of frequency genera-
tion, with the characteristics of stability and good anti-
interference performance is widely used in a variety of elec-
tronic products. The frequency accuracy of quartz crystal
resonators is higher than ceramic resonators, but the cost
is also higher than ceramic resonators. Resonators mainly
play the role of frequency control; all electronic products
involving frequency transmission and reception require res-
onators. At the same time, the multipulse laser etching tech-
nology destroys the physical structure of the target material
through laser convergence irradiation based on the high
thermal effect of light energy to achieve precise forming pro-
cessing without macroscopic cutting force, and its character-
istics precisely match the requirements of complex thin-
walled curved parts with multisurface functional structure
forming process, while compensating for the low stiffness
of the industrial robotic arm. It is assumed that the combi-
nation of multipulse laser etching technology and multide-
gree of freedom industrial robotic arm can realize the high
precision and high efficiency of complex thin-walled curved
parts, effectively eliminating many shortcomings of the
existing processing technology due to the defects of the pro-
cessing equipment and significantly improving the process-
ing accuracy and efficiency. Because of this, based on the
analysis of the characteristics of the existing machining
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equipment and machining process and considering the tech-
nical feasibility and implementation cost, this chapter pro-
poses a digital machining method that can realize the
single machining of complex thin-walled curved parts and
develops a collaborative machining interaction unit with
high flexibility, high machining efficiency, and high accu-
racy, as shown in Figure 3.

The sensitive layer deposition procedure is like 2-8i and
requires the arrangement of high-temperature tape on the
silicon wafer to cover the noncantilever beam portion of
the upper pole plate in Figure 3 to allow for lead pads. After
the experiment, the vacuum chamber must be completely
cooled before opening to prevent the sensitive layer from
oxidation by air. After the pole plate bonding and become
a truly independent wafer, itself fragile and vulnerable and
no output leads need to be led and encapsulated to protect
[19]. The metal encapsulated TO-99 tube of the op-amp is
selected as the support base, and the sensor is still fixed to
the base with UV adhesive and then led with a WL-2042
ultrasonic aluminum wire crimping machine. The lead wire
used in the experiment is a 25μm diameter high purity alu-
minum wire. The relative position of the sensor and the tube
base should be arranged so that the lead wire spacing is as
small as possible to reduce the lead wire impedance and
the risk of electromagnetic interference.

The resonator used in this paper works on the principle
of electrostatic excitation-capacitance detection, and its
structure is equivalent to a flat capacitor, where the upper
and lower pole plates are conductive layers, and the insulat-
ing layer of the connecting part ensures the electrical isola-
tion of the pole plates. When a DC voltage is applied to
the two plates, the mutual attraction of the electric field force
between the plates causes the upper plate to bend downward.
When an AC excitation is applied, the electric field force
between the plates varies periodically, and resonance occurs
when the frequency of the excitation force is close to the
intrinsic frequency of the cantilever beam, i.e., the strongest
output amplitude is obtained at a specific excitation state.

i = d Cuð Þ
dt

, ð5Þ

iw =
pij − β/α 1 + eatð Þw
U0E

2
0d sin wt

: ð6Þ

The initial frequency of the phase-locked loop is set to
the middle of the predetermined frequency range, the output
of the phase-locked loop is a sinusoidal signal, and the feed-
back signal is processed by a mixer as the excitation signal of
the sensor. The excitation signal after the phase shifter is
processed by the automatic gain control module AGC to
obtain the excitation signal amplitude matching the sensor
capacitance and the equivalent capacitance ratio and to meet
the stable amplitude condition of the closed-loop system, i.e.,
the absolute value of the amplitude of the transfer function is
greater than 1. The feature of AGC is that the output signal
amplitude is automatically adjusted to the set value for any
amplitude signal in the range, while the ordinary amplifier
is limited by the bandwidth product to amplify at different
input frequencies. The amplification is not the same for dif-
ferent input frequencies due to the limitation of the band-
width product. The equivalent capacitance method is used
to offset most of the fundamental frequency components of
the sensor, and the mass sensor is placed in a vacuum cavity,
and the inverse of the matching capacitance to sensor capac-
itance ratio is the corresponding AGC output ratio [20].
After I/V conversion, the output signal contains a large
amplitude of fundamental frequency components, and the
triplet frequency part of the useful signal is weaker than
the fundamental frequency signal, so it cannot be extracted
directly, and even if the I/V signal is completely extracted,
it is still difficult to extract it by filtering algorithms such as
wavelet filtering, so a high-frequency filtering module is
required. Referring to the lock-in amplifier principle, the
multiplier module and the high-frequency filter module are
combined to become the inverse lock-in amplifier to realize
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the filtering function for the high-frequency weak signal.
The inverse lock-in amplifier migrates the triplet frequency
component to the quadruplet frequency, and the reference
input of the multiplier is the fundamental frequency compo-
nent of the lock-in loop output, while the lock-in loop out-
put signal is used as the reference source of the
microcontroller, as shown in Figure 4.

During the simulation solution of the virtual prototype
model, the chain drive system operates under the driving
action of the drive sprocket, and there are complex force
relationships between the different components of the sys-
tem: the scraper and the frictional forces between the scraper
chain and the transport chute, etc. Under the combined
action of multiple forces, the scraper chain and scrapers
can cycle along the transport chute. Therefore, the construc-
tion of the virtual prototype model requires comprehensive
consideration of the motion characteristics and force fea-
tures of each component of the chain drive system, and then,
the motion constraints and load conditions are reasonably
imposed [21]. The constraint relationships between different
components of the chain drive system are set, and the con-
straints between the sprocket and other components are
mainly considered for the head and tail sections, where a
planar rotating sub is set between the sprocket and the sys-
tem frame. The contact subsets are set between the sprocket
and the cross-chain and between the sprocket and the
scraper, respectively. For the body part, the main consider-
ation is the constraint relationship between the transport
chute and each component of the single-chain system, where
a fixed sub is set between the transport chute and the ground
frame. The transport chute and the scraper and the transport
chute and the vertical chain are set in contact with each
other. The scraper and the horizontal chain in contact with
it are fixed. A contacting sub is provided between the adja-
cent cross-chain and the vertical chain. In addition, the

operation of the sprocket can be simulated by applying a
rotary drive at the rotary sub of the driving sprocket.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Performance Results of Closed-Loop Feedback Vibration
Sensor Systems for Mechanical Equipment. The experimen-
tally recorded frequency data curves are shown in Figure 5,
the system frequency was 204.46522MHz when the feed-
back gain G2 was 300000, and then, the initial position
was set again in Section 3.2 after the position of the electric
baffle was changed by mistake, and some gold atoms were
deposited on the sensor during this process. The weight of
the atoms deposited on the end of the sensor is the key
parameter in the mass sensor test, and the secondary vertical
axis is set as the amount of change in the vibrational mass of
the metal atoms deposited by the sensor. The sensitivity of
the sensor characterizes the relationship between the
amount of frequency change and the amount of mass
change, and the sensitivity of the sensor can be calculated
by converting the frequency change to the corresponding
mass change using the mean value method according to
the sensitivity of the sensor.

“Throttle mass” and “root mean square of the throttle” is
the experimentally obtained frequency throttle and its root
means square according to the sensitivity of the sensor mass
characteristics; the throttle mass is the test obtained gas
molecular mass, according to the gold atomic standard mass
0.327 zg. Analogy formula (5) can be obtained from the stan-
dard mass of H and ethanol molecules, comparing the mass
of the knotted mass and the standard mass can be obtained
from its error percentage, the percentage of error of ethanol
molecules is larger because the frequency stability of the
atmospheric pressure state is poor, and the atmospheric
pressure state cannot completely exclude the interference
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Figure 4: Principle of the high-frequency detection system.
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of other factors. The knotted mass of H plus the root mean
square mass of the knotted mass can be included in the stan-
dard mass; the knotted mass of ethanol plus the root mean
square mass is very close to the standard mass, indicating
the correctness of the experimental results and the frequency
characteristics of the nodal difference of the gas test with the
mass characteristics; the mesh-filled body in the figure is the
theoretical value, the solid-filled body is the measured value,
and the line segment indicates the tolerance band of the
measured value. Ultrasound has high frequency, short wave-
length, and small bypassing phenomenon, especially good
directionality, can become a ray and directional propagation
and other characteristics. Ultrasound on the liquid, solid
penetration ability is very large, especially in the sun opaque
solid; it can penetrate the depth of several dozen meters.
Ultrasound encounters impurities or interfaces will produce
significant reflection to form a reflection into echoes, and
ultrasound encounters active objects can produce Doppler
effect. In particular, diagnostic ultrasound probes use ultra-
sound transducers with low power and relatively low operat-
ing temperature, which can work for a long time without
failure. Ultrasound probes for medical use have a higher
temperature and require separate cooling equipment. The
corrected parameter values are substituted into the finite ele-
ment model to obtain the calculated frequency and calcu-
lated cable force, as shown in Figure 6; the results show
that the corrected frequency error and cable force error have
been reduced to some extent; the error of each correction
target value is less than 5%, which is closer to the measured
value. The correlation between the calculated and measured
vibrations of each order of the finite element model is com-
pared, and the MAC values of each order are above 90%,
which proves that the correction effect of the response sur-
face method is more accurate, and the corrected finite ele-
ment model can be further applied to the static-dynamic
analysis of the bridge.

To highlight the advantages of the joint hydrostatic
model correction method, the finite element model correc-
tion of this cable-stayed bridge is performed using the con-

stant load cable force and the self-vibration frequency
separately in this paper, and the calculated results are com-
pared with the correction results of the joint hydrostatic
force. The comparison results show that the overall error
of vibration frequency of the structure is reduced by using
the dynamic response alone, but the error of constant load
cable force of the cable-stayed bridge increases, and the total
error of constant load cable force of the cable-stayed bridge
is reduced by using the static response alone, but the fre-
quency error increases significantly. Therefore, the joint
hydrostatic correction considers the bridge dynamic error
and the hydrostatic error, and the correction content is more
comprehensive, and the correction results are more reliable.

4.2. Health Monitoring Vibration Sensor Performance
Results. In many machine vision applications, such as robot
navigation, augmented reality AR, and photogrammetry,
camera pose estimation is a fundamental part of the technol-
ogy implementation. By constructing a point-to-point map-
ping relationship between the object plane and the imaging
surface, the relative pose between the current industrial cam-
era and the object plane is measured based on the industrial
camera imaging model and vision measurement techniques.
In conventional camera pose estimation scenarios, although
relying on the natural environment imaging features to
back-calculate the pose is a common strategy, but because
this type of estimation process is extremely dependent on
the strong geometric features and strong contrast texture
of the external environment, it will make the back-
calculation fail in some scenarios and cannot effectively esti-
mate the camera pose, while the invention and introduction
of the reference code lead to the original target noncoopera-
tive capture measurement to change to cooperative capture
measurement, in which the reference code. When the geo-
metric features are known, multiple sets of datums are tiled
at specific locations in the external environment, thus explic-
itly characterizing the current spatial relative pose of the
fitted plane. Based on the extraction of the corner points
and edges of the reference codes, it is not only possible to
accurately inverse the pose of the industrial camera through
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the principle of visual measurement, but also to arrange and
sequence the reference codes based on their two-
dimensional codes to build a map of the external environ-
ment features, which is an extremely comprehensive way
to recognize the spatial environment in which the mobile
robot is located through a single industrial camera, based
on the principle of instant localization and map
construction.

The strain monitoring data are monitored and warned
according to the strain dynamic warning thresholds estab-
lished above. The strain monitoring project contains a total
of two levels of warning thresholds, yellow warning thresh-
olds for bilateral warnings and red warning thresholds for
unilateral warnings. Six of the strain measurement points
were selected as warning examples. Figure 7 shows the safety
warning examples of some of the strain sensors within half a
month, and it can be seen from the time course waveform
that only a small amount of data from the S-F1 strain sensor
exceeded the yellow warning threshold, and no data
exceeded the red threshold. From the example effect, the
dynamic warning method has good applicability for strain
monitoring which is affected by temperature changes and
can be used to achieve scientific warnings for strain
monitoring.

The deflection warning thresholds established above to
achieve real-time monitoring safety warning function of
the deflection monitoring project include the lower limit of
the yellow warning threshold, the upper limit of the yellow
warning threshold, and the upper limit of the red warning
threshold. The data of four measurement points of the main
span are selected, for example, as shown in Figure 7, the
deflection data of the main span takes days as the period
and fluctuates up and down periodically under the influence
of temperature, no data exceeds the blue warning threshold
range during the example time, which is in line with the nor-
mal operation statistics, and the data of the upstream and
downstream measurement points of the same section are
similar, indicating that the bridge has good stability in the
cross-bridge direction. The bridge safety early warning sys-
tem was established, and the bridge monitoring early warn-
ing method was set up for each monitoring item, and two
levels of safety limits were established for the yellow warning
threshold and red warning threshold. According to the
strong correlation between strain monitoring data and tem-
perature, the dynamic warning threshold of strain monitor-
ing was established, and the EMD method was used to strip
the temperature strain, fit the linear relationship between
temperature strain and measurement point temperature,
predict the data by fitting the formula instead of the statisti-
cal sample mean, and combine with the statistical standard
deviation of live load strain to get the yellow dynamic warn-
ing threshold of strain. Statistical analysis of the yellow
warning thresholds for each monitoring item is shown in
Figure 8.

According to the established secondary warning thresh-
olds, the recent monitoring data of the bridge is used as an
example of safety warning, and the monitoring time course
of some measurement points for half a month is shown;
according to the time course graph, only a few measurement

points have monitoring data exceeding the yellow warning
threshold, and they quickly return to normal, and no moni-
toring data exceed the red warning threshold. According to
the graphs, only a few points exceeded the yellow warning
threshold and recovered quickly.

For both sensors, the choice of each influencing param-
eter can trigger chaotic vibration of the system, which can
seriously affect the sensor performance. The chaotic vibra-
tion of both sensors can be effectively controlled by the pro-
portional differential control method, among which the
chaotic control effect is better for the gas sensor, and the
chaotic vibration of each influencing factor can be adjusted
to a stable single-cycle vibration, while the pressure sensor
is more difficult to achieve single-cycle vibration. The
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fourth-order Longacurta method is used to numerically
solve the multifield coupled forced vibration theory of the
gas sensor resonant oscillator, obtain the chaotic vibration
correlation curve of the sensor, determine the stability inter-
val of each influencing factor in the initial stage of the sen-
sor, and verify that the sensor system moves from periodic
vibration to chaotic vibration in a doubly periodic bifurca-
tion manner. The influencing factors of the chaotic vibration
of the sensor in the gas detection process are analyzed. The
chaotic vibration caused by each influencing factor of the
sensor is controlled by using the proportional differential
control method. It is shown that the chaotic vibration of
the sensor can be caused when the parameters are not
selected properly. When the initial stage of the sensor is sta-
ble periodic vibration, it may also change to chaotic vibra-
tion during the test. The chaotic vibration state of the
sensor can be effectively controlled by adjusting the control
signal gain.

5. Conclusion

The fourth-order Longacurta method is solved numerically
for the multifield coupled forced vibration theory of gas sen-
sor resonators, the chaotic vibration correlation curve of the
sensor is obtained, the stability interval of each influencing
factor in the initial stage of the sensor is determined, and
the sensor system is verified to move from periodic vibration
to chaotic vibration in a doubly periodic bifurcation manner.
The influencing factors of the chaotic vibration of the sensor
in the gas detection process are analyzed. The chaotic vibra-
tion caused by each influencing factor of the sensor is con-
trolled by using the proportional differential control
method. Chaotic vibration of the sensor can be caused when
each parameter is not selected appropriately. When the ini-
tial stage of the sensor is stable periodic vibration, it may also
change to chaotic vibration during the test. The chaotic
vibration state of the sensor can be effectively controlled by
adjusting the control signal gain. There is a certain error
between the calculated structural response and the measured
structural response, so the third-order response surface is
used to correct the model. The correction results are closer
to the actual structural response than the dynamic correc-
tion alone or the static correction alone.
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